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Sex crimes in the military is one example of abusing power or over use of power, when private 
Jessica Beckley an army recruit lodged a complaint against her drill sergeant for sexual assault, 
the floodgates(open end) opened and the US Army found it self embroiled in the worst scandal 
and this scandal happen on Nov.7,1996 a senior officer with the battalion announced that there 
male officers had been charged with rape assault, and sexual harassment against recruits under 
their command. 

This kind of issues is so usual for us because we always experience abusing power  or over use 
of power in our nation specially in our politics , there are many politicians that are abusing their 
power , they just use their power for their self interest only and the one example of that is the 
Maguindanao massacre there are many people died it is very immorality very disappointed to 
know that is because only for their own interest they are ready to killed people. 

But we are not easily to abuse because every one of us have a  same rights we should know about 
that no matter what is your positions in life even if you are rich or poor if you break the law you 
are not excuse it we should not afraid to the people that are using their power for their self 
interest only we should fight them, we should stop them this kind of activities that are very 
common today. 

I believe that president Aquino will do an actions to really stop this kind of activities in our 
country because this is the one reason why we are not improving cause the product of this 
activities is corruptions and this is the main problems of our  country ,I really hates people 
corrupt  not just like the other foreign country that are already improve if the can do change and 
improve theirs nations that means that we also do changes and improvements in the Philippines.  


